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Year Two Homework and News 
 

Friday 10th March 2023  
Dear Parents and Carers, 
 

We have had an exciting week! At the beginning of the week the children really enjoyed coming to school in 
their pyjamas, and sharing their favourite story. We then got a chance to go to Hounslow library, and we were 
impressed with the respectable behaviour of the all the children walking to and from the library and at the 
library.  

 
 

 
 
In English, we have continued with our story Leaf and have conducted 
some research about polar bears. We worked as a group to think about 
some questions we could research about polar bears and then used the 
internet and books to find out information about them. We have been 
developing our active listening skill, where the children watch or hear a 
short clip and actively listen and tick off facts they hear on their sheet.  
In our first piece of independent writing, the children will be writing a 
non-fiction piece that will be a non-chronological report about polar 
bears. For homework, please support your child to find out some 
additional facts about polar bears as we will use these facts in our 
writing.  
 
 

In maths, we have started our height and weight unit. We began by identifying the unit of measure- 
centimetres (cm) and metres (m) and we have learnt that centimetres and metres are units of 
measure that are known as standard units of measure. We have been comparing and ordering the 
lengths and heights of different objects found around the school.  
 

Class assembly:  
Thank you to everyone who showed to support the children at our class assembly! The children have 
enjoyed learning and singing, and thoroughly enjoyed our science topic Animals including humans.  
 

Cake Sale:  
Thank you for all your contributions. We are now able to finalise the cost of our trip and will be able to 
set up on parent pay so that you can begin to pay before the trip on Wednesday 19th April 2023.  
 
If you have any questions then please talk to us at pick up or email: 
chaouki@springgrove.hounslow.sch.uk 
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Regards,  
The Year Two team   


